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Amplitudes

tracheal veracity in somnolent redux
specific oceans nectar obituaries
stationed mellifluous mattapans wayward
dorchester orchestrations resound
triggers of unsolved redundance
bigger than abundant ambuscades
when recumbent treachery persists
with threats of lamination
wherewithal the slumber keeps
sightly abundance of willows
in lands where rhizomes creep
decay like opal seepage
the sequester rectifies the lector’s caveat
nuisance abridged its velcro addition
to the stars
hector by nominative plural agendas
sway public old passel
ruminated against the wary
fossils deliquescent in adipose laundromats
naked but the foray into french nests pa
with mon groaning amplitudes
lavender if a day
nor wary of inconsequence
when ill fortune inherits vestibules of vascular insight
whereupon morass excrescences the moribund
catsup its ill-fitting gotten gains
remote the verboten ruins
apocryphal lips for the waterfalled masses
relegated to crass ruination of purple casuistry
account for people-tomming audacity
wherefores the sensical breed
nonentities of bandersnatch
perfume as advertised
or scaled in rhythms
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of running water
tales told forth
with cunning
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Neon Perigee

pedigree flourescent frisk
brisk nylon seminaries translucent dusk
quill feather quibble sips
muscatel’s rippling seizures
by degree the closest slips
measure paragon windows obsolete
treasured streetlights off then
on nature’s turn
challenge the fleece of dividend
its nomenclature an omen
forbidding sirens from haystacks glow
the lucid sequence of searchlights
orbit the stenciled husk
immensity seeks its own warmth
in trams of folklore thickets
the tickets bramble freon nights in winter
music freezes water with whole tones
the half steps nearest the rail
incendiary transients loom
in essence conditioned
fluxus reflex redux
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meatballs redundant harpsichord
at the seat where albacores trough
tune a fork with seed pitched
light across the weigh
heads turned in somber flight
aviary nuisance gone south
northward incumbents premonitory
or not as cheese maybe what moves
the score forwards lists
to postal incipience
intransigent stamping grounds
for renewal or backward postures
bitten or eschewed
in fits of public obfuscation
whose parity knows
no advertising laments
the truisms of unstated facts
as solar actuaries degree
the ingredients hodge-podge
natal domesticity
fractious at the arithmetical root
afoot in the heretical stance
of ruffled dander fled
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agriculture’s fraud of dandelions
amazed by simple pleasance
sinful in its scaffolding
as marchers when the month comes due
or blue swamp marshes finagled
in the towers of solstice sunset
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Particles of Faith

The prostrate data rampantly sage
their assuaged mentors with glucose nails.
Sweat roars later down the phylum strata.
Unglued tenants squat love seats in the April sun,
their tendons somnolent as radar’s errant blip.
The renowned slippage ensues through tenements
agile in their sweep. The midnight patrol classes
escorts as pointed nods. Their queries resound
in distant ports where the anointed crudely spout
water’s shortcomings to deathless minstrels.
While the mistrials of the abdicated accrue
their closure resents its presentiment.
The gravity of intangible masses fakes a smile
weighted with simile. The hated meta forgives
its injustice. Faded neutrons gently sleep.
Tangent bulls foam rapid participles
linking oak to the cloning of fiber board
and practical assets. Homing devices practice
running away. They say they proclaim
their traffic dismays. Its weary applicant,
a story filled with signifying. Particles sway
in closure’s empty breeze. But wattage insists
on symmetries advanced beyond the bolted brass.
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Foresting Morocco
1.

Gambols amber the forest
of silky dread & night.
The arbor of fruition folds its soul
against the screeching sky
the herald begs. Its fumes
tumescent the humid’s rapture.
With tumid wastes the raptor’s
tastes of wants ensue the doubling breach,
or cleanser with its private parts
captured. Doubles the nothing’s waste,
when cottage eaches in the clear
while the haughty-thoroughed brand
verbs itself clear of all duration. The dead
veer off curbs, their stated circulation sated
among the ruins of Tangier, where
the lungs of dated fish. Red die & unsung
harmonies assuage the greater loss
with thumb taps against the wind.
Not to be forgottens the myriad
trajectories of misguiding lights
soaping operatic the quiddities
of ambulatory matter
2.
that rots
the time-space equilibrium
whose lacing umbrages its trees
in far-flung daze of quilted sutures,
pitiless its leafy mist
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when facing those captor. The rumored waste
of thistles epistling solitary whistles from passing nights
under construction.
Mere loosening upon the word
unleashes rumored flurries against sandposts
& dog whistles frequencing the heard
(among the cattle
the postage vapors its leather hedge
the herd chattels its rue. Morgue
its murder dues the unweighted pages
of their density in prayers of escarole.
No salad
shall attempt this day in its vain,
injections its superfluous root.
The harbinger grains its field
with seeds of prophecy. Its
matter no
vein of intention rises to pray
to the amber gambols of humid intent
wetted like appetite for water.

3.
The milky dead evoke a tambour
rarified. Its reedy glare transfigured
golds the tint of market.
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Its going
hungers unnoticed.

Harbors of deletion anchor the whetting spread
of dread it silks at night, moribund with feathered tatters.
There the seek sheep entry
against the plurality among us
while nomads decry the mendacity of stations,
mundane diads evoking the impatience of verbs
nouning their way to place
unsurfaced in the tremors
of the looming body detumescent
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Hell’s Angles

Compendium alloy trifles the sludge.
Its newest ally unfolds a borrowed measure
with coastal repercussions.
Knocking senseless dimensions
the rumors a la carte the truncheon’s
suited pleasure:
hosting reproductions of the boastfully pungent.
The downward drift begrudges
its ghostly displeasure to daring ruins
amazed at its cost
intending rifles as pensions.
The suited up will the brazen stairs down
reluctant motorcycles
the better to stretch the lost panorama

10
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Migraine Fields

Glissando marmalades elemental funereals
tweeded cloth from hybrid laminate. Perfunctory
deliquescence of loincloth whose purloins
garnish the escarole’s espadrille.
No eccentric headache here.
The medical tweeds its metal canon
quirking demented luxury in hyacinth.
Squadrons intended to exculpate meas
bleeding culpas crashes tulip caskets near
the base sins of washtubs holding in
gear the quake’s set of racers leering
frosty wenches through their snow-crossed
dredges. The sludge hammers water’s ledge
down stairs to abatement in the retro county’s
reprobate court. A lashes the whip’s eye late in
the coming, or grates the noodle opal makes
when shredding its finely-taught hair,
or sharing its triumvirate prowess
with alien powers that bewitch the wicked
glamour of twitching rosebuds. Gather the forest
while spring mays the wooded sties of footed animals
gloriously shrill their singing ways and enamel.
Tooting the ousts of the ledger’s domain
the priceless headaches appear.
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Number Music in Winter

The refrigerator closets my arpeggios.
In scapular mists the wind twists slowly
against capacious arrowheads
taunting in their simplicity. The statements
read letters from lost friends growing foliage
their shade blooming windows at the ledge.
Its must smells imperatives in the sand
at dusk. Meanwhile the lost pauses reflect
the pasts of future action. In spelling
night terrors from fuming autos the willows loom
over baskets weaving courses across the center
lines accosting accounts with leering figures
of silence shivering through slivers of speech
as winter’s tusk mammals the hidden breeze
implicit in the toss of actuarial splendor.

12
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Reaching for Justification
1.

Long didactic molecules twitter
ampersands forgotten at moonlight’s twitch
or razor’s dredging legendary crusts
chasing grudges untestified
sample pursuit greets the salesman
at the dog.
Roaring sunsets breach the clipper’s
taxi at the lunch stand hitching bridges
to columnar nuptial and pantihose roue.
A forecast pre-sets the dated post,
switching, meet at the stranger’s
carnivore,
dead at entry the definite post
rises its cellular rage, assuages
sycophants on wheels dredging
pestilent waters of their last purity:
as ham would hand its subtlety
neither to.
The from ignores the graphic shunning of ingots
pitched in tensity’s cross-armed reach, nor siding
with aluminum’s acrimonious telephone solicitations
convexed among distressed plaintiffs cross-stitched
airing their beefs to the
vegan right
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2.

as shuttles would have it.
The traffic bares wheels, or road rage turning
subtle in median trout stream graphs
attacking the thoroughbred spectacles flaunting
their magnification as ego. Warring lenses taunt
the straddling fences, eager to display their macho
circuitry in fenced quarters.
The incensed dollars will buy none of that,
owing for inflation of waistline substance.
The matter more for flimsy gauze posing
as leather lingerie languid across its vapid
spread & pillowed down to its very bedding
the nutrients stood firm against its
riptide haste, grudge fully crashes the shore.
Pallid in drones the taunting sterns
the reprimands
at the feather’s nest
the eggs reluctantly upheld
the batter caked
in shelters domestically
abused at secreted locations
off the fork of the tongue.
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3.

Intransigents reset their echoes for the stapler’s downward
stitch, incessant modifications the surface to a wildcat strike
streaking rainiest depths across rushing faces more adept at
nutritional posturing among rain forests stumped as questions
at saws past tensing the unseen. No cause abates the languor
nor the tenor of the holiday posting conformance to regs
established by gratuitous acts of policy factoring in the
dentations of damaged molecules abrading gender’s nightly
bash. For the lift speaks itself of oracular utensils, the mighty
gifts its sword with domain under the microscope’s electron
eyes would have it analyzed forensically for maybe nots in the
uncertain sameness
vaunting the forgotten pledges of
their fraternal difference
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Guarding the Millennium

Sentinels van fortuitous links
at the crux of transport
where travelers seek attritional device.
The trappings of entropy: rooms large
as hotel lobbyists
seeking bucks
(five points or better, dear
lee belovedly sleeps.
The boulders of rocky currency
adept at true magic
and flagellation
form their bondage with the inept.
Currencies of distrust
pay mileage for millstones reduced
to plumage
at the forefront of libidinal esplanades
frolicking across prawns
preening their disdain
a void of meaning ensues,
lugubrious at its iceberg’s tip.
Flippant in the membership of its rejoinders
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certified quips prey stationary blunders
pirouetting corn plasters on wet cement
the firmest ground
for plundering pirates:
one-eyed jackals slaying band-aid cures
their irreverence slurring the half-tones of jubilee
fishing for competence
in the deserts of the oasis,
or reversal’s pilot plot:
inception over due perversions
of sentience, a grammar sentenced
to the nonsequence of its sin tax
paid by conjunctive casinos everywhere.
For the pittance of moraines
the battles cry the creek.
Its mission gassed, sedition plundered.
At the seat of rue treason
serial inversions of name and sound
abridge, linking centaurian thrusts
to centurions delivered by males
whose trusting hobbies knobbed
in the lobbies of dead matadors.
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The mammoths arraign
judicious pledges, the cold sundry
of the moon’s renascence,
the luminary treasures lockets
holding purple hearts / and the positions
of missionaries:
bent over conversions to apocryphal texts
protesting nutrition
as chicken for the fish
of underlings

awaiting the change of sentries
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Hawaiian Hoedown at the O.K. Corral

rampant hulas hybrid the trees
heat-seeking missives toss
the wind’s words leeward bleak
to sun-dry lip nodes wary of meat
swords leak stamping dramas
feeding custard’s flow of natives
dreadful cursives to whiplash
the content of terminal scripts
withstanding their portly authority
to buss stationary charge lists
crediting gregarious mendicants
for journeys through the sole
mendacious earnestly applied
to travel vouchers bereft of leis
ward off western infringements
tassling the buck’s kin near
quests shunned far from asking
nor guns vested in past holsters
with bullets of great renown
batting master’s sons across
quietly urping thickets on holiday
docket’s daring or carded ace
stares the paper’s face down
at low noon of the broken luau
battling the oaken chorale
for its place in the hysterical
leg a sea of islands cattling
to oasis the idle wild west

19
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Ending With a Line Off-Dylan

Carousel nimbus who beggar the dance
its nuptials swell the foretooth.
Moribund the consorts of display,
in the way that a talisman becomes
itself sells the truth of inner secrets
aghast. With forethought, or the ought
of knowing the tooth of inner revenge
as butterflies trance the dolor its wedge:
none given abundance to or many
as the case would say briefly attached
in the annals of the furrier /
thanatos the oblong box,
terwilliger the thread to nothing.
Breaded seeds of haste make furry
the dreaded fury deeds. Waste
the ciphers of their boathouse lawn
skipping, the ripper in the back
his wife a hurried blade:
harried to a maximum.
In the glucose taste
of surfeit speaks the malcontent,
precocious in remittance of content accord
at one with delirious forces /
fredded rice in the shoebox
shredded dice in the score
indeeding the transit sic gloria swells
relief with a rolaid pin naveled. To the breach /
its pittance synch with a mouthwash spits
seeds at the stalking graper, of hustlers
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unknown for their lavender flourish
of anonymity. Dredging the wage of its
distance a fledgling bath of ancience
no matter how knowable its pith
nor shapely at its vintage
/ or the sidewing for revisits
the ancient space of many
where few believe one have.
Begin theres the source of it,
in neckties or verbs
instanter the trampoline of figs
in the shedding of its duty triumvirately floss the lily
its bullet / a random adjustment
for the strafing of the floss
where ceremonies of the pawn
only a hold may horse a man grudge
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Notching Teeth on the Plane Grates

Coruscating the dentally premature
gives tooth to acts of generic dissidence
fluent in their distant entirety. In places where
the squeamish scream their druidic intent
the dissonance of invention flourishes:
less begun by the fathers the prairie seekers
want horizons in their midst /
a circling of wagons
trained toward the future’s
circular ledge.
Where Hell in its meatless preambles
drives mothballs to sample furs the cloth falls
over naked pistons of the damned. Not even
novocaine can help their turgid pleas, their
contrite theories of prudent restoration; despite
the sheer force of it its ambiguity. The preambles
dismiss the naked pledge as.
Hortatory galvanization
musters all in the call of its dreadful sweep
of pillars
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Shakespeare in Chicago

electronic varnish ampules glitch
the rocker’s new penumbral flicker
rhyming two-tones to saddle shoes
with antlers of white bucks
or green

the orchestral arrangements steam glistening
against the sweat of the august crucifix encumbered
lanterns
listening
to vapors
on the heath
measured breath’s empire storage
facilities ample for shining beakers
breaking coastal light
testing white coats better rain amperage
the non(entities)descript as anonymous others
loathe to ad miss ion particle odes
enamored electrodes on the sufi’s whitewind whirli-gig Hassan-i-Sabah forthwith on the sabbath
of blackamoor’s Shakespearean retreat
brackish waters completing the ancient flow
sonnet to drama
o the lo beholds its missing el as trains rumble overhead
metastatic meat trolleys
tumbling locks stumbling doors
grumbling drunken efficacies
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enamored of puerile glamour flaring
intricacies of rue more than otter tailspins
radiant flashes splashing
the dashing entrepreneurs of wet cement
who listen to
secretions of telling ears lumpy midisections popularize the music’s bulging riffs
etiquette stiffness indulging distance
to remnant’s plea
for underbelly standing
on rain-splashed curbs in dark corners
cloaking mud with cloacal etudes
portray outstanding rigor
to the mortis attacked
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At Center

When periodontic destiny travails the servant of the far shore
all equivalents must demand more of their plexus
or tendentious searchlights inebriated shall condense all measure
hirsute in its tripod. No modality as microscopic arthropod snoring
scores condensation points
at the vector of its matrix.
Storage of plumed secrets
disguising peacocks shade all gray absolutes nonplused
nor the minus of their heart-felt derivative esplanades
seeking gradients behind the sterile pastures of open minds
intending the apocalypse of bifocular visionaries painted red
with scapular doldrums
holding steroid glue in
the bay of definition.
Hoarding the unsung catapults by their flings
the rampant exhale doldrums of inclement pleasure
taking the measure of candied bar codes. No secrets rake
the fortunes of rolling crabgrass in corn-soaked alleys
or their glottal cries.
The torn between
dutiful and no other
eclipse the deadening
treasure haunting the house with full abandon
meant to thistle the hornswept cornucopia or its resplendent
vesicles grown turbid with unsent molecules
lacing its ancient trajectory.
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No more.
Trace this instant,
its pellucid intent

crossing the sediment of nature’s crest-eyed fury.
In gradients the recipe calls for penalties of one,
a hockey for the horse’s putt through fields of hay,
decibels screeching forgotten names at sunset.
What more
could a litigant
ensue?
For why? If not to better the burden’s treasury,
then not. Or so the proclamation would appear,
void of course its clarity, voiding its bombast
amid orchid rectors
and rectal pieties
proclaimed Thursday
as a gift of arsenic. Old laced with new
headlines decay the face on its location, forensically thrust
into dead mortgages. Out of pocket sweeps the intend,
its peristaltic forklift forgiving denial its costumed plunge
to the center
where ventricles
scrape their teeth.
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Next Move on the Menu

lassitude parlayed into duck meat
flays the burlap attitude of neon
diners grating in the wait of night
kisses tress the trundled locks
a turnkey lusting combinations of hair
instances bare instead
where pale dreadlocks wail
the thread of existence ties its wrench
from the grilling grease
the stenches well-done lace
fried nostrils and Sudafed the mystery
tie-dyed olfactory tendrils
endgame resigns from the board
for bread crumbs its payment overdue
as the lobster in its thicket
rooked of currency yet again
rocking under the mineral road signs
boasting its myriad flavor

27
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Within Reaches

sacred remnants orifice turrets
scaffolds taunt the cymbaled seizure
octopus triplicates its decree
clever a size too small it fits
scarves of masses liquidate it
for lunge at discourse call
retrograde’s reluctance troughs
whenever the nail’s nearest fit
for scoffing tentacles polish flares
lurid and translucent the call
to bear the forlorn’s godly distance
forgets the forecastles shipfully
harboring steaders unhomed
at jaunty ankles raking tiles
left feet claw the dance
or rant encumbrances vaunted
as lasses their remembrance
viscous its triumphant issue

28
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Springing Rosebuds in December

tenebrous febrile the factions
didactic impetus thrusting chenille
tenets debit hunger weal
audacious tenacity in pursuit
vehicles teeth dogmatic
defray the chaste of consequence
delayed hubris beneath trauma
automatically renewed vigor
at times rigorously denied
its defilements whip the teeth and gums
lumberjacking the oral fist
with grand openings
and sunsets
grandfathered into claw
as prestigious litigants displace
the hopscotch of their sweep
a broom gathering follies while ice may
detach itself from the cummerbund
of dachshund improprieties
safeguarding the sapphires of august
sapphic ode aphorisms
an odyssey as far as the eye can
secret the verb to tense muscles
that issue stiff chiropractic velocity
more abundantly strewn among the vesicles
of hay wanton particles gathering while she strays
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drosophila in summer months
barking the dog days of autumn
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Only the Know Shadows

the umbral willows discontented light
intentions unknown contentious with seeds
spring overgrown nectar intones sway
fallacious cysts tumbling reckless music
its hectoring quest misrepresented
in the cyclonic pontiff radiance tumbles
a heartbeat away from incestuous moans
of the forsaken swivels their dementia
pre-cocked to trigger the awful sunsets
aluminum wastes deeds impact wisdom’s teeth
gummy pas deux the deluxe to you the humbled
melody humming itself ironic lea the lassitude
of sway’s upheaval rumbling mutters
little brick children of playthings net
worth the price of impact deducted forthwith
its summary haste stumbling barnacles
abridge the crossing ponds frigidly
cleave the ruminative landing of parasites
murmur echoes of the intransigent dead
in court with image-mapped defenders of paste
ruined the cargo’s midriff bilge
a sewage of mentors distended missions
parlay luminous billows every which
the way the cross-seams stitch so proudly
from sight’s memory a trajectory occluded

31
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Symbolic Illogic

Sanskrit paradiddle kumquat flood
meandering ampersands flee their brood &
egret bar-stowed hatches beloved
centrifuge
amid froth-capped raves
of cloudy constant in opals
dirigible fists twisted venom
of slakes thirsted across dry waters
scratch ennobling surface evers
tentacled
leaps through the closed orifice
of happenstance.
Begrudging
chance paramour’s there burgeoning sloth
umbral pillows spread toast across the sky
diving bungee plunges to braggart broasters
chicken love-in baked nostalgia adders
hiss frosting the last seeds
electrodes cross past April’s zenith
the fly timed retreats

season venture nouns
verbing the perigee sky half-lit
as whiskey
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indo-european sludge hammers the test
inn vestibules unforgiving
their timbral management or chastity
becoming ledgers in the slink
rumorous
as verbal cancers
expunging the terminal’s breath
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Rocky Ground

The liquid outbursts
of the unconfronted igneous
affront public sediment
layered its obsequious
strands arrest the seat of disquiet
amid lava’s ubiquitous flow
belying its turbid intent
to ossify the slow sentiment
still flowing inside
bestowing juncture
on rafts of petrified fossils
seeking a phylum
from the octagonal mist
rocking ashen feats of closure
across the orange sky
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Labial Lacuna

sturgeon placenta quicksand
rucks forlorn oral agendas token midriff
spoke thickening crux with rectal subdued
its recoil notwithstanding
prolonged agribusiness roots lament the prong
toothless entities belong to myriad
while normal men at work meant not
withstanding strikes of critical adders
prolonged calculations ensue
litigious offspring ungendered
in thongs of the neon matrix
the plumage struts in nearest mirror
regarding lost tosses with legend eyes
or meat
antediluvial forefronts dismember
appointed memories upon tragedy’s reflection
a drama for the works
at sea

the missiles deride their arc
fists collective list measure
perspective foreshadows perpetration
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amid penetrating sonnets
willed to thistled hats foresworn amenities
of months cruel beyond calendar’s disdain
the plentiful fund insipid its variant
nor trysts
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Sonnet No. 2

Translucent formaldehyde’s piety shows
the pewter branch of thistles remoting
the sledge of creviced dumplings,
the want-nots of the spectacled haven’ts
dustbinning their pinning wedge to the hair
skinning the ledge of graying proprieties,
their furlongs giving chase its muster.
No lapse can transmute this unhappenly timing
for perhaps the lutish soliloquies of the inane
sledyards frosting leather toads in estuaries
of the Brooklyn night. Mixed begottens bookend
the ample feast of minuscule bits of madness:
the balderdash squint it frets away
amid the barnacles of the insane.

37
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Friday at Armageddon
1.

absinthe knockers stock abridged sponsors
of sweeps better left unknown
the children of the apocalypse
enter the calypso’s strident megaphone
Western Destiny shrugs
its foregone delusion the bride of instant dueling
TV bares the bliss
dreaming the breasts of its unhuggable cement
2.
incipient stoppages block the ribbed condors
seeking heat from needles unsewn
the trident telephones the nectarine
to skip the triangle’s endlessly zealous broadcast
its immensity chugs boats tugging
rivers through the challenge of waters left behind
to sleep with the fish
passes every test of illegal shark suits
3.
bordering on dismay the blockage becomes televised amazon wetback pursue nectar’s
whistling transom without submission over cause of fruit delayed while handsome tangents
denied will deride the flux of cargo as lucrative luminaries remunerate the night of its costly
appendages lost at see the ransom’s small bills captive the hold tossed salad reserves
tickets to treasuries past stockades guarding borders from commercial announcements
allaying all fears and women to the derriere guard securing subsidiary rights to jiggle shows
juggling schedules and buns both tight as the emir’s appointed electorate whistled the
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postured happenstance of glandular decree and the cost of its post-postulate immersion
4.

to turn the tables on itself reflexive as a
verb

to table its reflexive verb as a turn itself
on

*

*

the infinitive as an object of lust

the object as a lust of infinitive

*

*

patrons saint the angles of language

language saints the angles of patrons

*

*

only the inquisitive need apply

only the acquisitive need supply

5.
in the land where indentation fails
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Photo Finish

The wetlands stride their tunneled glue,
a fix-it for the feckless.
Luminous cradles
redirect the taunted gradient
surfacing by degrees across the salad-tossed fauns
the warbles ripple
Bituminous
radiance of mistletoed anthrax
lost in the cellular protraction of distracted tentacles
everywhere,
the story goes beginning to end nowhere in the middle
win
place
and
/
or
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The Odds When Worlds Collide

below the didgeridoo’s faucet smells
the arcades erases candles from their
wicked telepathy senses the common rudder
of all bleak shades drawn to melanin
as phosphorous decrees billiard pockets
to the weary their drench marks pretty
in the waterfall’s creaky door to orchids
unknown to forests in the first degree
sequentially sinister and off to the left
the hefty sitter hides oxen pelts
with beavered cynicism and leoparded stops
at dyslexic snake pits idiomatic with paste
and kittens breeding multiples for theoretic nuclei
the stoppage occurs in seminary ointments
neurotic as the grease spits orange taste
at freon’s supplication to persist in the face of
anonymous funnels bludgeoning the flow
plugged slowly with amber bullets receding
the penalty box hooped up for portage
stitching sporting events to square knots
tide at dawn with their buttes on display
no eagerness to repeat its meager petition
against the vast plains of roadside barley
ingrained as dentures in the eagle’s gumline
where equals shred flags and sunder
in shaded lampoons where lampreys eye
the steel hawks of cranium haunting
roadside galleys with awesome pledge
to do the rig thing digging fruit undo
the brigantine vessels frigate soar
while ashore the plaintive gambler sighs

41
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Whispers of Lost Tongues
1.
Sanskrit timbales okra windswept suits
oil traces tamales to whetted noon horizons
pinning the written dunes to the sand’s scripted Sphinx.
The riddle tells all
before its answer.

Opera jingles sweaty pocket change ensembles
ring metallic singing music of the ancient spears
crossing arrows of visceral stamens
new clear brambles front the path
of no clear radio active FM tuning
to the darkened muzak of cellars
where swelling electrodes sing their
dwelling nostrils to the dank blue episodes
ringing neon’s slated beef
grating pestles with the mortar’s bald consent
a blade established in the vessels of hair transport.
The slavery of Indo-European chains
speaks barter of munificence
for lordly assumptions of language
posing to mirror their lengthy inceptions.

2.
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To triumph in the mist,
understood the granted phylum.
Its generic heritage remained unclear
to lurking aquifers lost in the pestilence
of medulla oblongata.
Face the fortnight of intransigence
bloking the footpath’s near,
nor the regatta’s
lengthy gravel path of pirates
tracing the dredge of summer tankers,
magnate’s ions chilling in the hold
of no clear winter
nor summer’s retreat to the ancient tongues of Pimlico.
The braces ensure the tracing by transients of their certainty,
in every way compromised. Whenever they look
to stentors for voice
the shoutdown detains their will.
Where plumage discussed in continents
the filling oceans
defiled their torrents
the crass gasp of omens
seeking nomenclature from the leery.

3.
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Cross deeds announce the bow’s sight,
the arrow’s flight confirms its vestigial trace,
a timeless erasure of pleasure’s undulant liquidity
measured in half-steps
of drastic inaction.

Wherever the train-filled borax
soaps its lawful way, hope vanishes
under the watchful scope of old turtles
hurtling destiny
toward the sidebars
of the wild incipients.
Their discourse derails the station at the train.
Livid destinies converge on the half-track,
a circle bisected by time and its squatting
ovaries. A variation that ensures the theme
its limpid stools, their urgency.
The timid rush to seats brings salsa
to estuaries, statuesque as a tense present.
The gift of parsing renews entanglements
tracing the texts of bracing farce among
the crafted tides of freighted ultimatums.
Pricing the listless ganglion grates its nuance,
forcing chilly to weather neuron’s tainted argosy
or rapture gossip with prisoners scissored
in the vestible
where cultivated lessors
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accrue with the weight of dividend.
4.
Taking stock of priceless matters
the incumbence estuaries its triangular flow
to various investitures
of rabid fancy. Its habit dances
rhythms of oceans plastered
among last-known air vents
fanning the lugubrious offsets
riddling Egyptians of their lost
pyramids and scaffolds stand
pliant with raveled histories
of girders turned insane as plants.
Curdled knowledge distills its stamina
foreclosures gone to bleary seed
as trickles of forgotten noons pass
raptures. Across tainted thresholds
moons extend their orbital sockets
defying Canaveral assertions in the reckless wind
of visions sighted beyond trains of flying ovaries.
To pocket the dance of noon
and all its rampant encryptions
the coded must show their
haunted coats of armor
to the hunted speeding
motors in their lurid way
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or risk tendentious swirls
blustering morphemes
and genital statements

surrounded coated grist
luring the bootleg waterwheel
from its secret-knocking still
outnumbered
by daiquiri plums
in the trawling layers
of hieroglyphic ozone
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Fluorescent Apogee

fluxors trismegistic fluence meant
ombudsman succors majestic tragedies
scented water implements
the dromedary supplements the sacred wayfarer
broken syntax spewed terms of renewed magic
unsent feasts attended
scatological necro wafers
where waters shadow sky
its actuarial supplement gathers mitosis
for the adjunct stray
resuscitant vestibules
nurture sustenance its wary warts
to heal the grommet of its suit
brooking brothers in families untied
the sun’s jacket mirrors its dissonance
fits of starts fit brighter when knit with beige
caterpillar days where prisms fear
nuance of caterwauling sledge
pious recidivists try three crimes over
night’s distant ceiling odes
nodular lodes cement
in lands where intentions fail
laments to pave meant woks steaming romaine
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insouciant tumblers transmit
secrets of lochs unsealed regrets
or tears of onion sympathy
bolster the solstice of migrant egrets
snowy as this ember
glowing amber light
radiant fugues appalling to the mass
confusion rains its down pores
gristle meets its herbal bettor
hammered the beefing ledge of trimesters
urgent with unleashed fluid
to roar the triumph of ambience over mustered
diligence intransigent in the distant spotlight
or purple mentors incendiary
native centaurs low the hunan cry
stirring fried relief in vacant strangers
where aqueducts pack their fruit
the succor finds its bar none
born one minute every savor
the sky beliefs the height
of distance
night measures the pestilence of clocks
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slammed in alarm
or betterment

the fury darkens length its brows reduced
to furrow the mighty flesh
its resistant strain
muscles torpor’s secrets

